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CLAIM

The ornamental design for a jar with cover, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a top, front, and right side perspective view of the jar with cover of our new design;

FIG. 2 is a front elevational view thereof, the rear elevational view, left side elevational view, and right side elevational view being identical; and,

FIG. 3 is a top plan view thereof.

The broken line shown in the drawings is included for the purpose of illustrating environmental structure and forms no part of the claimed design.
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Bertolli Alfredo sauce bottle (depiction labeled 5028017 previously submitted), front view, perspective view from above right, side view, additional front view, enlarged front view, enlarged rear view, perspective rear view, enlarged perspective view, top plan view, bottom plan view (submitted previously electronically).
Bertolli red sauce bottle (depiction labeled 5214025 previously submitted), front view, perspective view from above right, side view from above, additional perspective view, top plan view, bottom plan view, perspective from above of the rear face, enlarged front view, enlarged side view (submitted previously electronically).
Bertolli Alfredo sauce bottle (depiction labeled 5028017 previously submitted) Front view (full with closure); perspective view (empty, no closure); bottom view (empty); top view (empty, no closure); front view (empty, no closure); perspective view (full, with closure); bottom view (full); top view (full, with closure).
Bertolli red sauce bottle (depiction labeled 5214025 previously submitted) Front view (empty, no closure); top view (empty no closure); perspective view (empty, no closure); bottom view (empty, no closure); front view (full, with closure); bottom view full, top view (full, with closure); perspective view (full, no closure).
Product Ventures concept 8 dated Jun. 17, 2004 (silhouette crossed off).
Product Ventures Concept 8 dated Jun. 17, 2004 (Ventures bottles crossed off).
Product Ventures Concept 10 dated Jun. 17, 2004 (Ventures bottles crossed off).
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